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1. Introduction
Proficiency in vocabulary is seen by both teachers (Santos 1988) and learners (Leki and Carson 1994)
as perhaps the most important aspect of successful writing. Students can utilize dictionaries to expand the
vocabulary they use, but, according to a study by Harvey and Yuill (1997), students used dictionaries to find
synonyms only about 10% of the time. Concerning my students, I noticed two problems related to vocabulary.
One, the vocabulary found in their compositions was limited and two, there was little difference between their
final paper and earlier drafts. It seemed that when the students were revising, they were not focusing on
vocabulary. As a result, I trained some of my third-year university students at Seisen Jogakuin College to use
Longman’s Language Activator, a learner’s thesaurus, in order to improve and expand their use of vocabulary.
The goal of this study will be to report the degree to which they were able to do this and some of the difficulties
they encountered.
2. Hypotheses
The hypothesis of this study was that students would be able to improve their writing by using the
Activator to replace the rather simple words with more varied or appropriate ones.
I will discuss the results in terms of the degree to which they were able to use the Activator
• to include a wider range of words, collocations , idioms, and set-phrases in their writing,
• to use the words correctly in terms of grammar, and
• to choose words that are more appropriate in terms of formality, context, and meaning.
3. What is the Activator?
Essentially, the Activator is a cross between a learner’s dictionary and a thesaurus. It is similar to a
thesaurus in that synonyms are grouped together. In this dictionary, the synonyms are listed under 1052 ‘key
words.’ Students should know most of the key words as they have been checked against the Longman Learners’
Corpus, a 10 million word computerized database of compositions written by second language learners. By
starting with simple words, such as popular, low (cheap) and good, students choose words that better match the
meaning they are trying to convey. For example, one of my students was able to change her sentence as follows:
Earlier draft Final paper after using the Activator
Her (tour guide) company is popular as the good
service is and the low price.
Her company is much in demand as the service is
first-class and a good value.
Figure 1: Using the Activator to replace simple words.
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Each entry includes a phonemic transcription, a brief definition written in Longman’s 2000-word
defining vocabulary, common grammatical patterns, collocations, pedagogic examples, and examples taken from
the Longman Corpus Network (Written corpus) and the British National Corpus (Spoken corpus). The wealth of
examples is particularly important as “research indicates that learners are more likely to make use of the example
sentences than they are to try to interpret grammatical coding schemes (Nation 2001:288).” (Note: The Activator
does not include grammatical codes to explain usage.)
There are three steps to using the Activator. First, the user must choose an appropriate key word. If a
word, such as good, is general in meaning and can be used in a wide variety of contexts, then it is divided into
smaller sections within an access map. The access map for good (Fig 2.) is one of the more lengthy ones as it
contains fifteen entries. A replacement for good, as in ‘the service is good,’ would be found under the key word
GOOD/EXCELLENT.
ACCESS MAP for good - which meaning? KEY WORD
good in quality, standard etc.
morally good
good at doing something, skilful
good enough, satisfactory
plus eleven more entries
GOOD/EXCELLENT
GOOD/MORAL
GOOD AT
GOOD ENOUGH
plus eleven more key words
Figure 2 – Partial access map for GOOD.
Once an appropriate key word has been chosen, the second step is to choose a definition from the
meaning menu that closely corresponds to the idea the user wants to express. Below is a partial meaning menu
for GOOD/EXCELLENT. Although it is sometimes possible to find a replacement under more than one entry,
it can be difficult to choose a definition when there is no reference to the topic, in this case ‘service.’
GOOD/EXCELLENT
1. well made or of good quality
2. words for describing something such as an event, experience, book or holiday that
you really enjoy
4. words for describing an achievement, piece of work, or performance that is of a very
high standard
7. the standard by which you measure how good something is
Figure 3 – A partial meaning menu for GOOD/EXCELLENT.
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The last step is to choose one of the synonyms. Under the first definition, there are 8 synonyms, listed
in order of frequency with the most general ones first. I also included the entry that was used to rewrite the
original sentence in Figure 1. It was probably chosen because it was the only entry that referred to a service.
1. well made or of good quality good excellent good quality/high quality quality
first-class fine superior deluxe
first-class a product or a service that is first-class is much better than most others [adj] Jaguar has always made
first-class cars. | The food at the restaurant is always first-class.
Figure 4: The first definition of GOOD/EXCELLENT plus two entries.
4. Method
All of the students who participated were third-year students in a second-year elective introductory
writing class (At the time of this study, SJC had just become a 4-year college, and there were only first and third-
year students). Approximately half of the students want to be English teachers and the other half took the class
out of interest. At first, the students were trained outside of class on how to use the Activator and given
feedback while they used it. Using a different composition, I chose 5 words for them to replace. The goal was
for them to try to improve their compositions by using more varied or appropriate words. While using the
dictionary, students were asked to articulate their thoughts, a technique known as think-aloud protocol. Each
draft was evaluated by three native English speakers. The criteria employed by the evaluators was as follows:
1) Did the replacement improve the paper, harm it or was there no change?
2) Was the replacement a single word or a multi-word entry?
3) In terms of grammar, was the replacement used correctly, partially correct or incorrectly?
(Partially correct - There was an error, but the meaning was somewhat clear)
4) Was the replacement used appropriately given the context?
Inappropriately Acceptably Appropriately.
5) Given the context, was the replacement too informal, appropriate or too formal?
6) Was the change used unnaturally, acceptably (but not quite right), or naturally?
5. Results
The evaluators examined ten instances where the students used the Activator and found that students
were able to use the dictionary to improve a sentence successfully 50% of the time, 70% if the examples where
examiner agreement was not unanimous are included. It is also important to note that there were two instances
where the examiners agreed that the replacement harmed the sentence, and one instance where the replacement
did not alter the sentence. Next, I will discuss the results in terms of the hypotheses.
5.1 Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis was that students would be able to improve their compositions using the Activator
by including a wider, more varied range of words and collocations. The students were able to do this, as the
revised sentences included collocations, idioms or set phrases - lexical chunks that were missing in their earlier
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drafts. They were also able to form new sentences using the grammatical patterns and examples found in the
Activator. In the last example (Figure 5), ‘become friends with’ is listed as a grammatical pattern.
Collocations Original: It (her job) was hard and stressful.
Revised: It was soul-destroying.
Idioms Original: I enjoyed playing with my friends
Revised: I enjoyed passed my time with my friends.
Set phrases Original: Her company is popular.
Revised: Her company is much in demand.
Grammatical
patterns
Original: I was poor at how to do fellowship.
Revised: I was poor at becoming friends with someone.
Figure 5: Replacements - collocations, idioms, set phrases or grammatical patterns.
5.2 Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis was that students would be able to use the words found within the Activator
correctly in terms of grammar. The replacements were used correctly 80% of the time, and when the students
did make grammatical errors, they were minor and the reader could still grasp the meaning (See the revised
sentences in Figure 8 & 9). It is important to note that in the two examples where the replacement harmed the
sentence, the words were still used grammatically. Therefore, it was possible for a word to have been used
inappropriately in terms of context or formality, but correctly in terms of grammar. It is also interesting that the
students were able to write grammatical sentences despite a lack of grammatical codes. This is consistent with
the findings of Harvey and Yuill, that students “overwhelmingly located grammatical information in the
examples (1997: 267).”
5.3 Hypothesis 3
The third hypothesis was that students would be able to improve their compositions using the Activator
by choosing words that are more appropriate in terms of meaning, formality, and context. When the evaluators
unanimously agreed that the sentence had improved, the original sentence usually contained some sort of error.
These errors can be grouped into four areas: inappropriate levels of formality, and interlingual, translation, and
grammatical errors.
Inappropriate level of formality
Original: Because many people use her company, the
returns from the sale were very large.
Revised: Because many people use her
company, she made a good profit.
Figure 6. Example of an inappropriate level of formality.
In this example (Fig. 6), the replacement was used more appropriately than the original sentence in
terms of context and formality. The original was taken from a Japanese/English dictionary, which did not
indicate that the expression sounds rather formal.
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Incorrect translation of a Japanese word
Original: Now I study hard and meet attractive friends and
professors.
Revised: Now I study hard and meet terrific
friends and professors.
Figure 7. Example of an incorrect translation of a Japanese word.
In the original sentence (Fig. 7), the student had mistakenly thought that the translation of ‘sutekina’
was ‘attractive.’ The student referred to a Japanese/English (J/E) dictionary to learn that wonderful or marvelous
are correct translations. In the Activator, these are listed along with fantastic and terrific under the key word,
GOOD/EXCELLENT. In the end, she decided on terrific. It would have been perfectly acceptable to have used
the synonyms found in the J/E dictionary, but in general, these dictionaries contain considerably fewer synonyms
and little, if any, information regarding register, connotation, difference of nuance, or collocation. To use these
synonyms with any assurance, students would need to look these words up and most students are unwilling to do
this (Harvey and Yuill 1997).
Interlingual Errors
Original: (As a junior college student,) I just wanted to enjoy my
school life. I enjoyed playing with my friends
Revised: I enjoyed passed my
time with my friends.
Figure 8. Example of an interlingual error.
In Figure 8, although there is a grammatical error in the revised version, the evaluators still felt this was
an improvement, as the original sounds rather child-like, even though the Japanese equivalent is acceptable. The
evaluators also agreed that although ‘pass the time’ was used acceptably, it was not used naturally. They felt
that it would have been more appropriate to write ‘I enjoyed spending time with my friends.’ The reason for this
is that ‘spend time’ does not place any restrictions on usage (Definition: to spend time somewhere, with someone,
or doing something). ‘Pass the time,’ on the other hand, cannot be used as easily as its definition is more
restrictive (Definition: to spend time doing something unimportant because you have nothing else to do or you
are waiting for something). The evaluators probably felt that given the context, the student did have something
important to do; namely, attend school, study and hopefully learn something. The student did not pick up on the
difference between the two despite the clear definitions and examples. Compared to the original, the revised is
better even though ‘pass the time’ was not the most suitable choice.
Grammatical mistakes
Original: My host family was very kind, so they tried to
talk to me, but it’s only pain for me.
Revised: My host family was very kind, so they
tried to talk to me, but I felt awkward about
talking with them.
Figure 9. Example of a grammatical mistake.
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In this example (Fig. 9), the student initially used an English/Japanese (E/J) dictionary to look up
‘uncomfortable’ and simply rewrote the example given in that dictionary. She then looked up uncomfortable in
the Activator, and eventually arrived at awkward (Fig. 10), which I believe is a better selection than
uncomfortable. This entry also contains the grammatical pattern, awkward about. She unfortunately used this,
which is not surprising given the examples that were included in the entry (See Fig. 10). Interestingly, after
consulting many dictionaries, I found that only Kenkyusha’s Dictionary of English Collocations included a
reference to ‘awkward about’ and this dictionary did not provide any additional information than what was found
in the Activator.
Awkward – feeling so nervous and embarrassed that you do not behave in a natural way, especially
because you think you seem strange or different from other people.
Would you like to come and see a movie with me?” he asked in a shy, awkward voice. | For one awkward
moment, I thought I had said something terribly wrong.
awkward about I often feel awkward about telling people my true feelings.
Figure 10. Partial entry of awkward.
Changes that harmed the paper
Original: I wondered if I had any purpose to study,
or if I could find an interesting job.
Revised: I wondered if I had any purpose to study, or if
I could find an absorbing job.
Figure 11. Example of a change that harmed the paper.
If the changes were for the worse, it was generally because the students could not use the Activator well
and the original sentence was correct to begin with. In this example, the student had difficulties with the
meaning menu for INTERESTING. She commented that the definitions were more difficult and there were
more synonyms she was unfamiliar with. Unfortunately, she passed over the second entry in the meaning menu
for INTERESTING (Fig. 12) as there is no reference to jobs. This is a common problem. Most students would
not realize that a job could be described as an activity. Still, she could have noticed that the entry she chose, the
third one, was inappropriate as all the definitions of the synonyms, except for the one she selected, referred to
books or movies. However, in all fairness, she likely avoided the second entry in the meaning menu because it
contains a reference to books and films, and she avoided the other synonyms under the third entry for the same
reason. A further look reveals that none of the definitions or examples make any reference to jobs. Therefore,
perhaps it is not surprising that she had trouble improving her paper. It is a good example of the limitations of
the Activator; namely, it can only go so far in illustrating the contexts in which a word can be used.
INTERESTING
2. words for describing an activity , book, film etc that holds your attention so that you do not become bored.
interesting fascinating stimulating hold your attention stimulation
3. so interesting that it holds your attention completely for a long time.
absorbing riveting gripping compelling couldn’t but it down
Figure 12. Partial Meaning menu for INTERESTING.
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The following (Fig. 13) is another example of a change that harmed the paper. Since synonyms are
listed in order of frequency, it should have been obvious that some form of ‘not interested in something’ would
have been a better choice than ‘not fascinated by.’ (The next three alternatives to not interested in something
were uninterested, show no interest and express no interest.) The problem with ‘fascinated by’ is that someone
may not be fascinated by something, but they still may be interested in it. On a side note, the student had written
two other alternatives that contained derivatives of ‘not interested in something.’ It is likely that she chose the
only other alternative because I had encouraged her to find a replacement for ‘not interested’ in the first place.
Original: When I was a junior high school student, I couldn’t understand
why I had to study English. I was not interested in it.
Revised: Also I wasn’t
fascinated by it.
Figure 13: Example of a change that harmed the paper.
6. Discussion
The strength of the Activator is in its contextualization of items (Eason and Yates 1995) and the fact
that synonyms are grouped together. This makes it an excellent complement to bilingual dictionaries. Although
bilingual dictionaries are easier for the students to use, these dictionaries tend to offer fewer synonyms, and
contain less information and fewer examples regarding these synonyms. The goal of this study was to determine
the degree to which students could use the Activator to improve their compositions. I would first like to discuss
the results in terms of the hypotheses. Later, I would like to suggest some reasons why students might find the
Activator hard to use.
Concerning Hypothesis 1, the revised sentences contained a wider range of words, collocations, idioms
and set-phrases than the original sentences. This should not come as a surprise as most second language learners
draw upon a rule-based language system (Skehan 1998); in other words, they use grammar to form sentences as
opposed to stringing together lexical chunks of language (an exemplar-based system). Therefore, one advantage
of using the Activator is that it can provide learners with exposure to and contextualization of these lexical
chunks.
The purpose of Hypothesis 2 was to examine the degree to which students would be able to write
grammatical sentences. Students did this 80% of the time and it is likely due to the wealth of examples.
Students tended to rewrite these examples to fit their compositions. This practice seems to support the notion
that students are more likely to find grammatical information in the examples than from grammatical codes
(Harvey & Yuill 1997, Nation 2001). It is also important to note that the ability to use a word correctly in terms
of syntax was distinguished from the ability to use a word correctly in terms of meaning and context.
This leads us to the Hypothesis 3, the degree to which students would be able to use the replacement
correctly in terms of formality, context and meaning. Students had difficulty choosing appropriate definitions
and synonyms for a few reasons. First, students encountered difficulties if the definitions or the examples did
not make any reference to the idea or concept being described. It is not possible to include all of this information.
When it is lacking, the student may need to check their selection in another dictionary, which may or may not
have the necessary information to determine if the word is being used correctly given the context. This is likely
to serve as a barrier for students using more ambitious language, as a second check is burdensome. (On a
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positive note, the Activator is now available on some electronic dictionaries, which makes jumping between
dictionaries easier.)
The students also had difficulty when the difference between words was subtle (as often is the case with
synonyms). Sometimes, it is difficult to pick up on these differences because of a lack of examples. For
instance, the problem the student had in distinguishing the difference between ‘awkward’ and ‘awkward about’
might have been solved by some additional examples. At other times, these differences were well exemplified
as in the difference between spend and pass time (See Interlingual Error). When the difference between
synonyms was subtle, there was also a tendency for students to choose a more colorful word than necessary.
The problem is that it is harder to use such words appropriately because of the nuance and restrictions attached
to them. Replacing interesting with absorbing (Fig. 11) was a good example of this.
One predicament that I did not foresee was whether two or more replacements would complement each
other. One evaluator felt that the revised version in Figure 1 was not an improvement because few people would
consider a first-class product or service to be good value. First-class is a service that is generally costly and
few can afford; whereas, good value means that something is well worth the price you pay for it. The Activator
does not give us information at this level and it is something that students must be made aware of.
This next section does not relate directly with the hypotheses, but it is another reason why students
might find the Activator difficult to use. Although some learners might consider the definitions found in the
Activator lexically complex, the definitions are written using a 2000-word defining vocabulary. Therefore,
synonyms are not used to indicate the scope and gradience (or semantic range) of a word to the extent they are
used to do so in traditional dictionaries (Bolinger 1965). Therefore, in the definitions of the Activator, grammar
plays a more prominent role. An example of this can be seen in the meaning menu for addicted (Fig. 14). The
key word is used in every entry, which made the definitions, according to one student, somewhat ‘circular.’
Furthermore, there is a heavy reliance on relative clauses, indicated below with two square brackets. The
Activator, like other monolingual dictionaries designed for second language learners, is grammatically complex,
which could be problematic for some students.
ADDICTED – having a strong need for drugs, alcohol, or other things [[that are bad for your health]].
1. addicted to drugs, alcohol, or something [[ (that is) harmful or dangerous]]
2. someone [[who is addicted to a drug]].
3. words for describing a substance [[that make people addicted]]
4. the need to have something regularly because you are addicted to it
5. to be addicted to something such as chocolate, television etc, [[which you enjoy but some other people
disapprove of]]
Figure 14. Meaning menu for ADDICTED.
7. Conclusion
Even after a short time, my students were able to utilize the Activator to improve their compositions.
They were able to incorporate more lexical chunks in their writing, which took the form of collocations, idioms
and set-phrases. Concerning grammar, they were able to use the information found in the entries to write
grammatical sentences. The students did, however, have troubles choosing replacements that were appropriate
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in terms of context and meaning. Students were more likely to improve sentences that were faulty to begin with,
but improving ones that were correct to begin with was much more difficult. One source of difficulty was that
there was not always a clear reference to the situation the student wanted to describe. The Activator does a good
job of grounding the synonyms in examples, but it is not possible for the entire semantic range to be exemplified.
Furthermore, students tended to choose words that stood out. The problem is that these words cannot be used in
as many contexts as more general words, and therefore, they are harder to use appropriately.
In this study, I chose the words that the students were to replace and I only examined the revised
sentences that the students decided to use. An area for future research would be to determine if the students can
decided for themselves which words to replace and whether they can do that successfully. I would be
particularly interested in seeing if they could improve sentences that do not contain errors.
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